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Impairments in category verbal fluency task (VFT) perfor-
mance have been widely documented in psychosis. These 
deficits may be due to disturbed “cognitive foraging” in se-
mantic space, in terms of altered salience of cues that in-
fluence individuals to search locally within a subcategory 
of semantically related responses (“clustering”) or glob-
ally between subcategories (“switching”). To test this, we 
conducted a study in which individuals with schizophrenia 
(n = 21), schizotypal personality traits (n = 25), and healthy 
controls (n = 40) performed VFT with “animals” as the cat-
egory. Distributional semantic model Word2Vec computed 
cosine-based similarities between words according to their 
statistical usage in a large text corpus. We then applied a 
validated foraging-based search model to these similarity 
values to obtain salience indices of frequency-based global 
search cues and similarity-based local cues. Analyses 
examined whether diagnosis predicted VFT performance, 
search strategies, cue salience, and the time taken to switch 
between vs search within clusters. Compared to control 
and schizotypal groups, individuals with schizophrenia 
produced fewer words, switched less, and exhibited higher 
global cue salience, indicating a selection of more common 
words when switching to new clusters. Global cue salience 
negatively associated with vocabulary ability in controls 
and processing speed in schizophrenia. Lastly, individuals 
with schizophrenia took a similar amount of time to switch 
to new clusters compared to control and schizotypal groups 
but took longer to transition between words within clusters. 
Findings of altered local exploitation and global explora-
tion through semantic memory provide preliminary evi-
dence of aberrant cognitive foraging in schizophrenia.
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Introduction

Semantic memory impairments have been widely 
documented in schizophrenia, particularly in the cate-
gory verbal fluency task (VFT).1,2 Category VFT is a fre-
quently employed index of semantic capacity in which 
individuals verbally generate as many items as possible 
from a particular category (eg, animals) in a designated 
period of time (eg, 1 min). Performance depends on the 
prior formation of lexical representations, fluid retrieval 
of words from a semantic store, working memory ca-
pacity, inhibition of irrelevant or repetitive information, 
and adequate processing speed.3,4 Category VFT deficits 
in schizophrenia have been associated with executive 
function impairments5,6 as well as negative (eg, poverty of 
speech, lack of motivation) and disorganized symptoms.7–9 
However, alterations in specific VFT processes in schiz-
ophrenia and other psychotic disorders are not well 
characterized. Recent research suggests that strategies 
employed in searching for words in category VFT may 
relate to fundamental evolutionary mechanisms akin to 
foraging for food and other resources.10 Further studies 
are warranted to explore whether failures in foraging-like 
search mechanisms contribute to VFT impairments in 
psychosis.

To understand mechanisms of reduced VFT responses 
in psychosis, studies have begun to examine particular 
response patterns. Early research noted that individuals 
tended to produce bursts of semantically related words 
that were clustered in time rather than distributed uni-
formly.11,12 Troyer and colleagues next established norms 
for semantic subcategories or “clusters” and called 
moving between these clusters “switching.” 13 While larger 
cluster sizes and greater switching increases word produc-
tion, optimal search (producing words at the highest rate) 
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involves a trade-off  between clustering and switching 
in the time-limited context of VFT (or between “ex-
ploitation” and “exploration”).10,13 Some studies using 
hand-coded designations of clusters have found reduced 
clustering and/or switching in schizophrenia compared 
to healthy controls,9,14,15 while others have found intact 
strategy usage.16–18 Mixed findings may be in part due to 
methodological differences in subjective designations of 
clusters. Automated approaches to objectively define se-
mantic similarity,19–21 as we present in this article, promote 
a more consistent study of search strategies in psychosis.

Automated linguistic approaches such as Latent 
Semantic Analysis (LSA)22 identify typical patterns be-
tween words via analysis of well-structured extensive 
text corpora (eg, Wikipedia). A  common computa-
tional metric utilized in the present study is semantic co-
herence, defined as the average similarity between each 
word and all other words in a particular text or word list. 
Prior VFT research has reported decreased semantic co-
herence in individuals with schizophrenia compared to 
healthy individuals20 and in patients with thought dis-
order symptoms compared to patients without these 
symptoms,20,21 while accounting for the number of words 
produced. On the less clinically severe end of the psy-
chotic spectrum, a VFT study found comparable levels of 
semantic coherence between individuals with and without 
schizotypal traits,23 with fewer total responses among 
schizotypal individuals only under conditions with an af-
fective load.24 Application of these automated methods 
to category VFT data may provide a more differentiated, 
reliable, and objective measure of semantic organization 
in psychosis than hand-coded categorization schemes.

While the objective characterization of semantic coher-
ence in itself  has advanced psychosis research, dynamic 
memory search retrieval models are needed to understand 
individuals’ decision making while navigating semantic 
space. In this study, we assessed category VFT perfor-
mance with “animals” as the category in individuals with 
schizophrenia, schizotypal personality traits, and healthy 
controls. We used Word2Vec25 to compute semantic 
similarities between VFT responses, and we modeled se-
mantic search as an adaptive retrieval process akin to 
foraging based on the work of Hills and colleagues10 for 
the first time in a psychosis population. Similar to how a 
bear searches for berries on a bush (local exploitation) and 
leaves to find another bush when the current one is suffi-
ciently depleted (global exploration), this semantic space 
model accounts for a given participant’s word transitions 
based on the individual’s varying local and global cue sali-
ence over time. These search cue salience values refer to the 
degree to which one’s search is influenced by the similarity 
of the previous word (local cue) and by word frequency 
(global cue). For example, a participant searching for an-
imal words may exploit a local cluster such as types of 
pets (saying “dog, cat, parrot, hamster”) and then switch 
to exploring more globally to find another cluster, such as 

zoo animals, when they can no longer think of other types 
of pets. We used this cognitive foraging model to char-
acterize specific alterations in semantic search processes 
in individuals with schizophrenia. We also examined 
these foraging measures in people with schizotypal traits, 
as these individuals exhibit linguistic irregularities26 and 
are at increased risk of developing schizophrenia.27,28 
Inclusion of both clinical groups enabled us to examine 
whether semantic search is disrupted in psychosis funda-
mentally or particularly in individuals at a more severe 
and chronic stage of the illness.

We hypothesized that, first, individuals with schizophrenia 
would produce fewer VFT responses than controls,1,2 but 
that individuals with schizotypal traits would perform sim-
ilarly to controls24,29,30 given that we used a standard “ani-
mals” VFT paradigm without an affective load.

Second, we predicted altered search cue salience in schiz-
ophrenia compared to controls. Specifically, we expected 
higher global search cue salience in the schizophrenia 
group, as difficulties retrieving lexical representations31 
could lead these participants to select more common an-
imal words when switching to a new semantic cluster. We 
also predicted lower local search cue salience in schizo-
phrenia compared to controls resulting in less semanti-
cally similar words within a cluster, as studies have found 
less semantically coherent VFT output in psychosis.20,32,33 
We tested whether semantic search cues were intact in 
individuals with schizotypal traits or intermediate between 
control and schizophrenia groups. Given that vocabulary 
ability and processing speed have positively correlated with 
VFT performance,4 we examined the degree to which these 
cognitive abilities contributed to types of search cue sali-
ence that differed by diagnosis. In particular, we expected 
processing speed to be more strongly associated with 
search cue salience in individuals with schizophrenia than 
controls, as research finds slower processing speed to be a 
central contributor to impaired VFT in psychosis.18,34,35

Finally, we predicted diagnostic differences be-
tween local and global search timing. Specifically, we 
hypothesized that controls would spend relatively shorter 
periods of time finding the next item within a cluster 
(local search) than switching between semantic clusters 
(global search) due to the “patchy” structure of semantic 
memory.10,12 In contrast, we predicted that individuals 
with schizophrenia would take a longer time searching 
for the next word within a cluster than controls due to im-
paired response inhibition, working memory, and proc-
essing speed36–38 and then would spend a similar amount 
of time to controls when switching by finding readily 
available exemplars in semantic memory.

Methods

Participants

We collected data from 86 individuals (46 females, 
40 males), aged 18–56  years. Of  the participants, 50 
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identified as Caucasian, 29 as African American, 3 
as Hispanic or Latino, 1 as Asian American, and 3 
as “other.” We recruited participants via flyers, news-
paper advertisements, and through inpatient and out-
patient units at local hospitals. All participants in the 
present study were outpatients. Exclusion criteria in-
cluded the presence of  neurological impairment, clin-
ically documented hearing loss, cardiovascular disease, 
history of  electroconvulsive therapy, past head injury 
resulting in loss of  consciousness for greater than 5 
minutes, and age less than 18  years. Non-psychiatric 
controls were excluded if  they had a history of  alcohol 
or substance abuse or dependence, whereas individuals 
with psychotic-spectrum disorders were excluded 
if  they had such a history within 6  months prior to 
testing. The Indiana University Human Subjects 
Institutional Review Board approved study procedures, 
and all participants provided informed consent prior to 
participation.

Psychiatric diagnoses were evaluated using the 
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis 
I  Disorders (SCID-I)39,40 and the SCID-II for 
Personality Disorders,41 supplemented by medical 
charts for the schizophrenia group. Post-baccalaureate 
research assistants and graduate students supervised by 
doctoral-level clinicians conducted the interviews. The 
schizophrenia group (n  =  21) included 9 individuals 
with schizophrenia and 12 with schizoaffective disorder. 
The schizotypal group (n = 25) included 17 individuals 
with schizotypal personality disorder and 8 individuals 
with schizotypal traits, meeting 3 or 4 rather than 5 of 
the diagnostic criteria for the disorder. The healthy con-
trol group (n  =  40) included individuals that did not 
meet diagnostic criteria for any Axis I  or Axis II dis-
order. Psychotic symptoms were further assessed in the 
schizophrenia group using the Positive and Negative 
Syndrome Scale (PANSS).42 See supplementary material 
for participant medication information.

Neuropsychological Measures

Participants completed the category VFT, in which 
the experimenter instructed participants to verbally 
list as many different animals as they could think of 
in 60 seconds during audio recording. We transcribed 
responses offline and identified word onsets using 
Audacity (https://audacityteam.org). We calculated VFT 
score as the number of unique animal words produced. 
Participants also completed the Digit Symbol Coding 
Test from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-
III)43 as a measure of processing speed, and a subset of 
participants (31 control, 16 schizotypal, 21 schizophrenia) 
completed the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence 
(WASI-II).44 Scores for data analysis included the WAIS 
Digit Symbol scaled score and the WASI Vocabulary 
subtest T-score.

Semantic Space Model

We created a structural representation of participants’ 
semantic memory using the skip-gram Word2Vec model 
with negative sampling.25 This is a widely used com-
putational model of distributional semantics trained 
on a Google News corpus consisting of 3 billion word 
tokens in which words are treated as high-dimensional 
vector representations. Preprocessing of participants’ 
word sequences included correcting misspelled words, 
converting responses to the more common term present 
in the corpus (eg, “baby bear” to “bear”), and removing 
non-animal responses (eg, “abominable snowman”). We 
included repeated responses in the analysis in order to 
track participants’ trajectory through semantic space, 
although the VFT score outcome measure only counted 
unique responses.13

We next generated a semantic similarity matrix for 
676 animal exemplars, including the 288 unique animal 
responses generated by participants and additional an-
imal words to make a richer semantic memory space.10 
Semantic similarities between adjacent words produced 
were defined as the cosine between those 2 words’ vectors 
determined from the initial large corpus analysis.10,25,45 
Words that often directly or indirectly co-occur across 
contexts have higher vector cosines. To model the search 
process, we used the combined cue dynamic model from 
the work of Hills and colleagues.10 Adjacent words in a 
participant’s generated word sequence that were high in 
semantic similarity (eg, lion, tiger) formed a semantic 
cluster, whereas we designated words that dropped in sim-
ilarity below a specific threshold compared to the prior 
words as switches (eg, tiger, jellyfish). Specifically, the 
similarity drop model10 identifies switches in participants’ 
stream of words by comparing the cosine-based similarity 
of adjacent words. If S(A, B) represents the similarity be-
tween words A and B, then a switch after B occurs in a 
series of retrievals A, B, C, D if  S(A, B) > S(B, C) and S(B, 
C) < S(C, D). We calculated cluster size as the number 
of words in each cluster and switches as the number of 
transitions from one cluster to another, with clusters being 
at least 2 words long. The frequency value for each word 
is the number of times it occurred in the Google News-
based NOW corpus at the time of corpus analysis (www.
english-corpora.org/now/). In the dynamic search model, 
local cue salience is high when individuals retrieve seman-
tically similar words within a cluster, and global cue sali-
ence is high when individuals select a frequently occurring 
word at the start of a new cluster. We estimated local and 
global search cue salience β values for each participant 
by applying maximum likelihood estimation to their se-
quence of responses (see Hills et al10 for further detail).

Inter-Item Response Times

We calculated inter-item response time (IRTs) as the du-
ration in seconds between adjacent word onsets. In cases 
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of incorrect responses (ie, non-animal word), we calcu-
lated IRTs from the onset of the incorrect response to the 
onset of the subsequent correct response to prevent over-
estimation of search duration. In cases of verbal inquiries 
mid-task performance, we calculated IRTs as the dura-
tion of the last word onset until inquiry onset summed 
with the duration of the inquiry offset to the subsequent 
word onset. We separately averaged IRTs of switching to 
a new cluster and IRTs of finding the next item within a 
cluster at the individual subject level to explore the bal-
ance of global to local search.

Data Analysis

For data analysis and plotting, we used the R statis-
tical software package,46 version 3.2.2 in the RStudio 
environment,47 version 1.1.456. We conducted linear 
regressions (using the lm function) for normally distrib-
uted variables and robust linear regressions with heavy-
tailed t-distributions (heavyLm function) for skewed 
variables. The reference group was healthy controls for 
primary regression analyses and the schizotypal group 
for secondary analyses to enable comparisons with schiz-
ophrenia (for secondary analysis results, see supplemen-
tary material). Tests were considered significant at a 
threshold of P < .05.

We conducted 1-way analyses of variance and chi-
square tests to examine diagnostic differences between 
demographic and neuropsychological test variables. 
Next, linear regressions tested whether diagnostic cat-
egory predicted VFT score, number of switches, mean 

cluster size, and global and local search cue salience. We 
included VFT score as a covariate in cue salience analyses 
to examine cue differences beyond those accounted for 
by the number of words produced. We then performed 
regressions to examine interactions between WASI 
Vocabulary T-score and WAIS Digit Symbol scaled score 
with diagnosis in predicting search cue salience for cues 
that differed by group, again including VFT score as a 
covariate. This allowed us to explore the contributions 
of vocabulary ability and processing speed to semantic 
search behavior. We used the predict function in R to 
visualize statistically significant interactions. Next, we 
performed a linear fixed effects model in SPSS (IBM 
SPSS Statistics for MacOS, Version 25.0) to test whether 
the average IRT of finding the next word within a cluster 
vs the average IRT of switching between clusters differed 
by diagnostic group. We used a compound symmetry re-
peated measures covariance structure and Bonferroni-
corrected post hoc tests for significant interactions.

Lastly, we examined relationships between VFT 
variables (ie, VFT score, local and global cue sali-
ence, switch and cluster mean IRT) and age due to its 
documented relationship to VFT performance,13 antipsy-
chotic medication dosage, as well as clinical symptoms to 
compare with prior literature. We thus conducted bivar-
iate Pearson or Spearman correlations (for normally and 
non-normally distributed variables, respectively) between 
VFT variables and age in the entire participant sample. 
For variables significantly correlated with age, we repeated 
the analyses described above including age as a factor in 
the models. In the schizophrenia group, we conducted 

Table 1. Participant Demographics and Study Variables

HC SPD SZ ANOVA/ χ 2

N 40 25 21 -
Age, y 33.38 (12.2) 37.68 (12.8) 40.05 (10.7) F = 2.36, P = .1
Sex (F/M) 24/16 11/14 11/10 X2 = 1.6, P = .450
Education, y 14.68 (1.8) 13.68 (2.3) 12.48 (1.4) F = 9.24, P < .001***
Parental education, mean years 13.72 (2.6) 13.15 (2.8) 12.36 (3.5) F = 1.52, P = .225
Vocabulary 56.3 (11.5)  

n = 31
57.1 (11.5)  

n = 16
43 (9.7)  
n = 21

F = 11.14, P < .001***

Processing speed 11.6 (2.7) 10 (3.4) 7.6 (2.4) F = 12.82, P < .001***
VFT score 22.43 (4.4) 24.04 (5.5) 17.62 (6.42) -
VFT repeats 0.33 (0.92) 0.68 (0.95) 1.76 (1.64) F = 11.06, P < .001***
Switches 6.53 (1.8) 6.84 (2.36) 5.33 (2.46) -
Mean cluster size 3.21 (0.42) 3.42 (0.71) 3.39 (0.77) -
Global cue salience 4.84 (1.06) 4.48 (1.2) 6.14 (1.38) -
Local cue salience 5 (0.99) 4.76 (0.82) 5.25 (1.32) -
Switch mean IRT 3.34 (0.85) 3.2 (1.37) 3.15 (1.32) -
Cluster mean IRT 2.24 (0.56) 2.05 (0.42) 2.93 (1.46) -
PANSS score
 Positive symptoms - - 15.35 (6.5) -
 Negative symptoms - - 13.55 (4.8) -

Note: Values presented as mean (SD). HC, healthy controls; SPD, schizotypal personality group; SZ, schizophrenia group; VFT, verbal 
fluency task; IRT, inter-item response time; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale.
*P < .05. **P < .01. ***P < .001.

http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schizbullopen/sgaa011#supplementary-data
http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schizbullopen/sgaa011#supplementary-data
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correlations between VFT variables and antipsychotic 
medication dosage in chlorpromazine equivalents, and 
PANSS positive and negative symptom scores.

Results

Participant Characteristics

Descriptive statistics of group demographics and neu-
ropsychological test scores are presented in table  1. To 
summarize, age and gender did not differ between groups. 
Individuals with schizophrenia had fewer years of edu-
cation, lower vocabulary and processing speed scores, 
and more repeated VFT responses than control and 
schizotypal groups. Groups did not differ in mean years 

of parental education, which was used as a proxy for 
socioeconomic status.

Verbal Fluency Performance, Strategies, and 
Search Cues

Regression model results indicated that the schizo-
phrenia group produced significantly fewer correct VFT 
responses than the control group, and the schizotypal 
group performed similarly to controls (table  2). The 
schizophrenia group switched significantly fewer times 
than controls, whereas the schizotypal group did not 
differ from controls. Diagnostic group did not signifi-
cantly predict mean cluster size. See figure 1 for example 

Table 2. Linear Regressions and Fixed Effects Model Predicting Verbal Fluency Search Behavior with Diagnosis, Cognitive Measures, 
and Timing Patterns

Model type Outcome Predictor β P-value Equation

Regression VFT score Intercept 22.43 < .001*** F(2,83) = 9.14,   
P < .001, R2 = .18

  SPD 1.62 .233  
  SZ −4.81 .001**  
Regression Switches Intercept 6.53 < .001*** F(2,83) = 3.15,   

P = .048, R2 = .07
  SPD 0.32 .565  
  SZ −1.19 .042*  
Robust regression Mean cluster   

size
Intercept 3.18 < .001*** Scale = 0.11,   

df = 2.48
  SPD 0.004 .968  
  SZ −.003 .981  
Regression Global cue   

salience
Intercept 6.98 < .001*** F(3,82) = 15.97,   

P < .001, R2 = .37
  VFT score −0.1 < .001***  
  SPD −0.21 .454  
  SZ 0.85 .008**  
Regression Local cue   

salience
Intercept 4.81 < .001*** F(3,82) = 0.89,   

P = .45, R2 = .03
  VFT score 0.01 .7  
  SPD −0.25 .353  
  SZ 0.29 .33  
Regression Global cue   

saliencea
Intercept 8.15 < .001*** F(9,58) = 7.16,   

P < .001, R2 = .53
  VFT score −0.07 .032*  
  Vocabulary −0.06 .002**  
  Processing speed 0.14 .093  
  SPD −0.36 .847  
  SZ 0.57 .723  
  Vocabulary x SPD 0.03 .249  
  Vocabulary x SZ 0.08 .013*  
  Processing speed x SPD −0.14 .220  
  Processing speed x SZ −0.41 .002**  
Fixed effects model Mean IRTb Intercept  <.001*** F(1,83) = 1439.16
  Search type  < .001*** F(1,83) = 51.42
  Diagnosis  .12 F(2,83) = 2.18
  Search type x diagnosis  .01* F(2,83) = 4.91

Note: Regression reference category: healthy controls; SPD, schizotypal personality group; SZ, schizophrenia group; VFT, verbal fluency 
task; IRT, inter-item response times. 
aAnalyses on limited sample of individuals with complete data (n = 68)
bValues were log-transformed
*P < .05 **P < .01 ***P < .001.
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participants’ VFT response sequences and model-
designated clusters and switches.

Diagnosis and the VFT score covariate significantly 
predicted global cue salience, with the schizophrenia 
group exhibiting higher salience than controls and the 
schizotypal group having a comparable level to controls 
(table 2). Neither VFT score nor diagnosis significantly 
predicted local cue salience, so we only examined effects 
related to global cue salience in subsequent analyses. In 
follow-up analyses to confirm the global cue salience 
finding, 1-way analyses of variance revealed that the 
first words of clusters were higher in log-normalized fre-
quency in schizophrenia compared to control and schizo-
typal groups (F(2,83) = 5.14, P = .008).

Relationship Between Search Cue Salience and 
Cognition

We next examined whether vocabulary ability and proc-
essing speed helped explain the relationship between 

global search cue salience and diagnosis. Vocabulary 
score and the VFT score covariate significantly 
predicted global cue salience, and diagnosis signifi-
cantly interacted with vocabulary and processing speed 
(table 2). Specifically, vocabulary was more strongly pre-
dictive of  global cue salience in the control than schizo-
phrenia group, and processing speed was more strongly 
predictive of  global cue salience in the schizophrenia 
than control group. We visualized the interactions 
by plotting the predicted values for global cue sali-
ence for each diagnostic group based on the regression 
model (see supplementary material for details). Model 
predictions clarified that higher vocabulary score was 
associated with lower global cue salience in the control 
group, with negligible associations in the schizophrenia 
and schizotypal groups (figure 2A). Model predictions 
also demonstrated that lower processing speed was as-
sociated with higher predicted global cue salience in the 
schizophrenia group, yet less associated in control and 
schizotypal groups (figure 2B).

Fig. 1. Streams of animal words produced during verbal fluency task (VFT) by selected participants. Model-designated clusters appear 
in different colors. Solid lines are transitions between cluster-related words; dashed lines are switches between clusters. In the top right 
word stream, repeated words “horse” and “pig” were included in semantic modeling but not scored as correct responses. HC, healthy 
control; SPD, participant with schizotypal personality disorder; SZ, participant with schizophrenia.

http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schizbullopen/sgaa011#supplementary-data
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Time Taken to Switch vs Cluster

A linear fixed effects analysis examined within- and 
between-group differences in time taken to switch vs 
cluster. Average search times were log-transformed due 
to a skewed distribution. IRTs for switching between 
clusters were longer on average than IRTs for finding the 
next item within a cluster, and the main effect of diag-
nosis was not significant (table 2). There was a significant 
diagnosis by search type interaction (figure 3). Post hoc 
tests indicated that the schizophrenia group took longer 
to make within-cluster transitions than control (P = .034) 
and schizotypal (P  =  .004) groups, but groups did not 
significantly differ by mean between-cluster switch IRT. 
Whereas control and schizotypal groups had longer av-
erage IRTs for switching than clustering (P < .001), the 
schizophrenia group’s average IRTs did not differ by 
search type.

Effects of Age, Medication, and Clinical Symptoms

Age significantly correlated with VFT score and cluster 
mean IRT but did not correlate with global cue salience, 
local cue salience, or switch mean IRT (supplementary 
table S1). The schizophrenia group still exhibited lower 
VFT scores than controls when age was added to the 
regression model (β  =  −4.11, P  =  .005), and the diag-
nostic group by search type interaction retained signifi-
cance when age was added as a factor to the IRT linear 
fixed effects model (P =  .01). There were no significant 
correlations between VFT variables and antipsychotic 
medication dosage (supplementary table S2) or PANSS 
positive or negative symptoms (supplementary table S3).

Discussion

This study makes several contributions to our under-
standing of semantic search behavior that help explain 
widely reported impairments in the VFT in schizo-
phrenia. We modeled dynamic cues related to decisions to 
search locally within clusters and globally between them 
in a psychosis sample and objectively determined clusters 
based on word context similarity in a large text corpus. 
Analyses identified alterations in salience of search 
cues and timing of semantic clustering and switching 
in individuals with schizophrenia compared to healthy 
controls and individuals with schizotypal traits. These 
disturbances may contribute to clinical phenomena such 
as loosened associations and cognitive disorganization in 
psychosis.48,49

Individuals with schizophrenia compared to control 
and schizotypal groups had fewer correct VFT responses, 
fewer switches, higher global cue salience, and slowed 

Fig. 2. Regression model predictions for the interaction between 
diagnosis and (A) vocabulary ability and (B) processing speed on 
global search cue salience. Error bars represent ±1 standard error 
of the predicted values. HC, healthy controls; SPD, schizotypal 
personality group; SZ, schizophrenia group.

Fig. 3. Time taken to make within-cluster word transitions and 
between-cluster switches across diagnoses during verbal fluency 
performance. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error of the 
mean. HC, healthy controls; SPD, schizotypal personality group; 
SZ, schizophrenia group; IRT, inter-item response time.

http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schizbullopen/sgaa011#supplementary-data
http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schizbullopen/sgaa011#supplementary-data
http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schizbullopen/sgaa011#supplementary-data
http://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/schizbullopen/sgaa011#supplementary-data
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within-cluster transitions. Our results suggest that the 
replicated finding of decreased VFT word production 
in schizophrenia1,2 may be due to several associated 
differences in search mechanisms. Individuals with schiz-
ophrenia retrieved words within clusters at a slower pace 
than the control and schizotypal groups and then selected 
readily available exemplars (evidenced by higher global 
cue salience) when switching to new clusters. In con-
trast, the within-cluster speedup in the healthy control 
and schizotypal groups led them to ultimately visit more 
clusters, identify less common animal words, and produce 
more words overall. Unexpectedly, group membership did 
not predict local cue salience magnitude, indicating that 
the degree of semantic similarity between cluster-related 
words was comparable across groups. This contrasts with 
our prediction based on findings of less coherent semantic 
VFT output in schizophrenia.20,32,33 It may be important to 
test this hypothesis with longer periods of word genera-
tion, as differences in local cue salience may be subtle and 
difficult to detect within a 1-minute task.

The tendency for the control and schizotypal 
participants to spend less time searching for within-
cluster than between-cluster words is consistent with 
non-clinical VFT research indicating that semantically 
similar responses are produced in bursts over time,11,12 
implying a “patchy” distribution of semantic memory.10 
Individuals with schizophrenia did not exhibit a timing 
distinction between these types of search. We are cau-
tious not to interpret timing or semantic similarity of 
clustered VFT responses as direct reflections of the or-
ganization of semantic representations in one’s mental 
lexicon, as is sometimes implied.32,33 It is not clear whether 
the within-cluster slowdown in schizophrenia is due to 
loosened semantic relationships between words leading 
to more required retrieval effort, or due to intact semantic 
representations yet slowed processing speed18,34,35 and/or 
executive functioning impairments leading to difficulties 
inhibiting irrelevant or repetitive responses.5,6,50 Given 
similar cluster sizes across groups and our limited ability 
to assess only the words produced by participants, we in-
terpret our timing results to broadly suggest difficulties in 
retrieval of semantically related words in schizophrenia.

Interactions between diagnosis and cognitive measures 
in predicting global cue salience suggest additional factors 
that may contribute to disrupted semantic search in 
schizophrenia. Regression model predictions in controls 
indicated that higher vocabulary ability related to lower 
global cue salience, implying that a larger lexicon related 
to less reliance on common (high frequency) words when 
switching to new clusters. In the schizophrenia group, 
however, predicted global cue salience was high regardless 
of verbal ability, whereas processing speed more strongly 
affected cue salience. Model predictions suggested that 
slower processing speed in schizophrenia associated with 
selecting more readily available exemplars when switching 
(higher global cue salience), whereas faster processing 

speed associated with selecting less common words (lower 
global cue salience). These results align with research 
finding that slowed processing speed greatly contributes 
to impaired VFT performance in schizophrenia.18,34,35 Of 
note, given cognitive deficits in the schizophrenia group 
and the limited sample sizes of participants with vocab-
ulary indices, regression model predictions are likely less 
reliable at predicting behavior corresponding with lower 
cognitive performance in controls and higher cognitive 
performance in individuals with schizophrenia. Thus, 
these results warrant replication with a wider range of 
cognitive ability.

The schizotypal group produced a similar number of 
words and employed comparable strategies and search 
cues to healthy controls. Consistent with these results, 
other studies using standard VFT paradigms have found 
that psychometric schizotypy was not associated with 
production of fewer words24,29,30 or lower semantic coher-
ence of responses.23 However, some studies have found 
VFT performance deficits in particular subcategories 
of schizotypy, such as individuals with interpersonal51 
and paranoid52 symptom clusters. One study found 
that schizotypy was associated with more atypical VFT 
responses,29 whereas another study did not find this asso-
ciation.30 Overall, while schizotypy shares the phenotype 
of odd speech (eg, metaphorical, illogical, stereotyped 
language) with schizophrenia,26 standard VFT paradigms 
might not be sensitive to these linguistic irregularities. 
Evidence is accumulating that the addition of an affec-
tive or cognitive load may disproportionately impact the 
amount and organization of speech in individuals with 
schizotypal traits compared to healthy controls.24,53 These 
effects should be further examined as higher affective re-
activity and cognitive impairment may increase liability 
for psychosis.54

VFT search behavior did not significantly correlate 
with positive or negative symptom severity in the schiz-
ophrenia group. Negative symptoms have been associ-
ated with category VFT score in some studies,7–9 yet not 
others.6,14,15,35 The majority of the PANSS correlation 
coefficients in this study were in the expected direction 
(eg, higher positive and negative symptom severity related 
to lower VFT score, slower cluster mean IRT, and lower 
local cue salience); it is possible that the correlational tests 
were underpowered to detect meaningful associations in 
the data. Another possibility is that the relationship be-
tween VFT performance and negative symptoms may be 
more apparent in samples with higher symptom severity. 
Lastly, the presently identified semantic search processes 
may relate to more subtle aspects of disorganization be-
yond gross measures of positive and negative symptoms.

Increased usage of semantic space models that deter-
mine clusters objectively such as the present model may 
help consolidate findings in the psychosis VFT literature. 
Manual coding decisions have varied widely from use 
of established norms,13,14 rater consensus based on pilot 
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data,18 and participant-driven decisions.17 Even when es-
tablished norms are used, conflicting and seemingly ar-
bitrary decisions can arise when responses belong to 
more than 1 subcategory. For example, a participant in 
this study produced the consecutive responses: “mouse, 
rat, mole, hamster, gerbil, fish, penguin” (figure  1). 
According to Troyer norms,13 the first 5 animals are 
considered “rodents,” although hamster and gerbil are 
also considered “pets.” Fish and penguin are considered 
“water animals,” although penguin is also considered to 
belong to the subcategory “birds.” Many people have 
fish as pets, yet fish is only listed in the “water animals” 
Troyer subcategory. Given this overlap, where should 
a subcategory boundary be proposed? In the present 
model, semantic similarity dropped below the designated 
threshold between mole and hamster and again between 
gerbil and fish. This modeling provides an objective ac-
count of cluster boundaries based on context similarity 
and eliminates the need for subjective decisions. This 
being said, subjective participant-driven decisions of 
switching17 may provide meaningful comparisons with 
model-based decisions. As a valuable future direction 
in psychosis research, researchers could employ objec-
tive methods to designate clusters in letter fluency data 
by applying a threshold to phonetic similarity (ie, higher 
similarity indicated by shorter Levenshtein distance).55

This work’s quantification of fine-grained semantic 
search processes offers several implications for assess-
ment and understanding of the pathophysiology of 
schizophrenia. First, future studies could examine how 
search timing and cue salience in psychosis relate to au-
tomated measures (eg, using LSA22 or Coh-Metrix56) of 
tangentiality and disorganization in free speech21,57 to de-
termine whether basic semantic search deficits extend to 
communication more broadly. As computational indices 
of discourse coherence have been able to predict devel-
opment of psychosis,58,59 it would be worthwhile to test 
the sensitivity of VFT-based semantic search metrics in 
predicting psychosis conversion.

Second, this work has implications for investigating 
neural markers of thought disorder. Studies have found 
grey matter reductions60,61 and abnormal functional con-
nectivity62–64 between frontal, temporal, and cerebellar 
brain regions in individuals with schizophrenia, which 
are central regions activated during VFT performance.65,66 
Measurement of the presently quantified VFT search 
processes during functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) could aid in identifying neural signatures of inef-
ficient semantic search in psychosis.

Third, the model explored in this study could have 
implications for addressing competing theories as to 
whether linguistic abnormalities in psychosis are better 
explained by impaired semantic memory structure or by 
a failure to track and utilize context as a result of execu-
tive functioning deficits.67 Existing evidence in studies of 

schizophrenia supports both of these theories; reported 
increased semantic priming suggests hyperactivation of 
related concepts,68 and lower executive functioning has 
related to greater linguistic errors69 and fewer logical and 
causal connectives between concepts.70 Currently, both 
of these theories could align with the present data, as 
the within-cluster slowdown in schizophrenia could be 
explained by increased automatic spreading to irrele-
vant responses or by difficulties monitoring behavior and 
transitioning to new words. However, future work could 
possibly differentiate between these theories by analyzing 
the relationship between VFT search metrics and both 
semantic priming and executive functioning.

Finally, this work alongside related studies has im-
portant implications for the growing field of “cognitive 
foraging,” examining how physical search in the environ-
ment (eg, for food) is related to ways that humans search 
for unevenly distributed information in memory or in the 
external world.10,71–74 Hills and colleagues10 demonstrated 
that individuals produced more words in category VFT 
when they made efficient decisions for when to switch 
that aligned with models of optimal foraging behavior (ie, 
the marginal value theorem in optimal foraging theory).75 
Our findings that individuals with schizophrenia had 
slower local within-cluster semantic search and selected 
more frequent words during global search  than healthy 
controls may have broader implications for impaired in-
formation processing. Further research is warranted to 
investigate cognitive foraging patterns in psychosis.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data are available at Schizophrenia 
Bulletin Open online.
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